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The increasing connection with more and more people for personal or business purpose leads to
store large amount of daily records in your system. To store unlimited data, MicrosoftÃ‚Â® Outlook
email platform is highly supportive that stores bulk data like messages, appointments, to do list,
tasks, journals, tasks, etc into PST file. When data is heavily accumulated in PST file, you required
tool to split PST file in small parts.

Outlook.pst file is known for high usage in data management. However, increased size of PST file
creates problem in data management. You find slow speed of Outlook which is resolvable with none
other than professional software solution.

Issues with Large PST File:

The new rising technologies gave birth to competent external software tools with enhanced
capabilities. On one hand increasing technologies opened many opportunities and on the other
hand these technologies have their own limitations too. people with Outlook, must be knowing that
Microsoft-Outlook 2002 and prior versions have file size limitation of 2 GB but in the upgraded
Outlook version Unicode PST files are created in Microsoft Outlook 2003, 2007, and 2010.

When Outlook ANSI users face problems in PST file size being small it is not possible to add more
data in PST file when reaches to maximum 2 GB size. There are fair chances of losing data
because of corruption. In order to avoid such symptoms and overcome problems with PST file in
ANSI, Microsoft introduced Unicode PST file with file size 20 GB limitation. This also gives
problematic symptoms and after reaching 4 GB, Outlook begins to respond slowly.

Data Deletion can be a Solution To get Rid of File Size Issue: In order to avoid such difficult
situation, you can permanently delete some of the files using Shift + Del keys. By deleting some of
the less important files or useless data, you can help yourself and maintain file size limit. But
following this process, there are risks of losing precious files too. So this process avails no profit.
The best solution is to use some professional tool to split PST file into many smaller parts.

External Tool to Split PST File Is The Best Help: To met with an ideal solution to split large sized
PST file make an online internet search and avail some competent solution. You can use PST
Splitter software to split large sized PST file into many small sized files with different criteria like
splitting by date, year, size, and folder. This is fast and reliable way to access your entire data
painlessly. Read more:- http://www.pstsplitter.org/tool-to-split-pst.html
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Maichaljuly - About Author:
This Company is  pioneer producer of unlimited external solutions in spheres like database 
recovery, PST management, password recovery, email migration etc. Avail a tool to split PST file in
order to split large sized PST file into many smaller parts with a PST Splitter.
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